SAAS Delegation at IFAC World Congress 2017

The SAAS department participated to the IFAC World Congress 2017 with a large delegation.

In the photo from left to right: Gaetano Tartaglione (visiting PhD student), Luis-Daniel Couto (PhD student), Marco Nicotra (PhD student alumnus), Bryan Convens (PhD student), Michel Kinnaert (Professor and SAAS director), Emanuele Garone (Professor), Kelly Merckaert (PhD Student), Tam Nguyen (PhD Student), Christophe Labar (PhD Student), Raffaele Romagnoli (postdoc).

The SAAS delegates presented 5 conference contributions and participated to several technical committees. Prof. Michel Kinnaert also presided the Young Author Prize Committee. In the previous edition (IFAC WC 2014) the SAAS members E. Garone and M. Nicotra obtained a Honourable Mention for the same prize.